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CHAIR’s
CORNER
John MacKay
Chair

It starts with good design
The three-legged stool is often used as an analogy for
the three essential elements required to achieve success.
The three-legged stool is strong, but only if all three legs
are supporting the stool equally. In asphalt paving I would
argue that quality materials, outstanding construction
workmanship and good design are the three legs that
support excellence in paving. Of these three, I believe
that the quality of the design is paramount to the success
of a project.

to develop Digital Road Surface Models (DRSM), and Digital
Design Model (DDM) software to generate a fully detailed
design all come to mind. ‘Minimal Plans Contracts’ should
no longer be considered by owners or be acceptable to
contractors. These designs are often inadequate in preengineering and lead to little design information, which
insufficiently informs the contractor and limits the ability
to achieve a quality pavement.

OAPC members can produce the highest quality materials
and construct the best pavements, but these high-quality
products will do little to mitigate against a poor design.
Designing an asphalt pavement is simple at its core — the
objective is to design a pavement that can resist both the
physical and environmental stresses it will be subjected
to while providing the user a safe and comfortable ride.
So where can a pavement design fail on its objectives?
In pavement rehabilitations, I often see that the design
is failed before it’s drafted by inadequate pre-engineering
and overly constrictive operational constraints.

Too often operational constraints are overly constrictive
and sabotage the development of a quality pavement design
by limiting the size of the working zones and available
hours of construction, and requiring too many unnecessary
stages in the design. These overly restrictive, operational
constraints are often counter to best paving practices that
guide outstanding workmanship. These constraints cause
the design to incorporate multiple stages and introduce an
unnecessary number of construction joints. A good design
should be effective and efficient in fulfilling its purpose; it
should be simple and not rely on the introduction of too many
products to achieve its success.

In 2021, we have a fantastic toolbox to complete excellent
pre-engineering which will guide the pavement design.
Ontario has a highly educated and experienced geotechnical
industry that can complete comprehensive pavement
investigations. There are also incredible technologies
to supplement traditional design methodology. Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR), mobile survey scanning devices

OAPC is dedicated to excellence in asphalt pavements. In our
industry’s sustainability efforts, a good design also has an
important objective in that the design and materials should
be durable and long lasting. By completing a comprehensive
pre-engineering program and limiting operational constraints
on asphalt pavement designs, we can ensure durable and
long-lasting pavements.
FA L L 20 21
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OPERATIONS
CORNER
Doubra C. Ambaiowei
Director, Technical Services

Starting afresh
responsibly!
A recent CNN article describes fall as the season for all senses — the season of cozy,
delicious, and wisdom-inducing rediscovery. The article notes that “Like spring, fall
is a season of transition, a reminder of the value of change, in this case from bright,
buzzing, verdant summer toward the dark, quiet calm of winter. It’s a journey inward;
first experiential, then intellectual and finally into the collective unconscious.” I could
not agree more. Fall is indeed an opportunity for reflection, thanksgiving, enjoyment
and, ultimately, a fresh-start.
ORBA and OAPC are embracing the value of change, having gradually transitioned
from the virtual to the physical workspace since September 7. The ultimate plan is
to have all OAPC events and activities return to normal starting in 2022. As such,
we encourage our membership to obtain a double-dose of the COVID-19 vaccine for
the health and safety of everyone, and as a measured and responsible approach to
advancing a fresh start for all things asphalt. As a reminder, ORBA’s COVID-19 Monthly
Special Bulletin provides timely updates to members with information on initiatives,
events and resources related to COVID-19.
In this fall issue of ASPHALTopics, we continue our tradition of showcasing some
of the key content coming up at the virtual Fall Asphalt Seminar on December 2.
The 2021 seminar focuses on collaboration as a tool towards advancing partnerships,
as well as the objectives for quality asphalt. This year continues the discussions on
warm mix asphalt implementation from the contractor/producer perspective, and
presents an overview detailing the partnership between ORBA and the Canadian
Automobile Association (CAA) with the Worst to Best Roads campaign.

As part of our continuing focus on quality
asphalt, the fall seminar also showcases
OAPC’s factsheets and educational
videos. Other presentations feature the
2021 OAPC awards and an overview
of the Municipal Paving Project of
the Year Award; an update from MTO’s
bituminous section; 2020 RAP survey
results; a recap of the 2021 Asphalt
Technical Symposium; and a marketing
and communications update.
If you are fortunate to read this
magazine before the event, please
register to attend the seminar and
prepare questions in advance.
The fall seminar provides learning
opportunities through which expertise,
industry practices and experiences are
advanced.
Finally, we are excited to confirm the
ORBA, CPATT-University of Waterloo and
Asphalt Institute partnership to offer the
National Binder Technician Certification
Program. The course, scheduled for
April 26 to 29, 2022, will include technical
presentations on the Extended Bending
Beam Rheometer (EBBR) and Double
Edge Notched Tension (DENT) tests used
in Ontario. Participants will be able to
evaluate their knowledge with a review
and certification exam, including handson demonstrations of the Dynamic Shear
Rheometer (DSR) and Bending Beam
Rheometer (BBR) asphalt binder tests.
If you are responsible for asphalt testing,
materials approval, specification or
quality control, this course is for you.
Course registrations will officially open
in January 2022.
In the spirit of this season’s holidays,
OAPC is thankful for your patience,
understanding and support through the
peak of the pandemic, and hopeful that,
together, we will emerge stronger and
more focused on all things ASPHALT
in 2022.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

David G. Allan. “Fall: The season of cozy, delicious, wisdom-inducing rediscovery.” CNN, September 22, 2021.
https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/22/health/fall-autumn-wisdom-project-wellness/index.html
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MARCOM
MATTERS
Kourtney Adamson

Our wonderful committees –
and a change
It’s been a season of change — both outside as we move to cooler fall weather
and here at OAPC. We are sad to say that Abigail Wright Pereira has moved on,
and we want to thank her for all her hard work and dedication to our industry.
Abbi certainly made a huge impact on everyone she met and in everything she
did. We would like to extend a warm welcome to John Provenzano as our new
Marketing and Communications Director for ORBA/OAPC.
John is a communications professional with 20 years of experience who
has provided strategic communications expertise in the building, financial,
government, and association sectors for organizations such as the Building
Industry and Land Development Association (BILD), Foresters Financial, and
WSIB. We look forward to hearing more from John in the near future.
OAPC would also like to take this opportunity to shine a spotlight on our committees
and highlight the significant contribution of each group. We recognize that no
committee work could be done without the invaluable expertise of our amazing
volunteers, and OAPC would like to acknowledge and thank each committee
volunteer for their dedication and devotion.
The committees are always looking for additional volunteers, so don’t be shy! Visit
the Committee page under About Us on the OAPC website and get in touch today.
We are proud to share here some campaigns and educational directions that each
OAPC committee is actively hard at work on to continuously improve our industry.
OAPC Marketing Committee provides expertise and support to OAPC and industry
through media relations, messaging, advocacy, education, publications and
additional resources.
OAPC Environment Subcommittee works on behalf of industry and members to
represent and promote environmental matters, and assists member companies

with compliance to ensure awareness
of applicable regulations and to
recommend best practices. The
committee oversees and updates the
OAPC Environmental Practices Guide,
working closely with the Ministry of
the Environment and Climate Change
(MOECC).
OAPC Plant & Paving Committee coordinates educational opportunities
geared towards asphalt plant personnel
and paving crews. It is the steward of
the OAPC Safety Awards and Trillium
Awards, and facilitates special projects
per the Council of Directors.
OAPC HMA Technical Working Group
and the Hot Mix Paving Technical
Committee continue to maintain
joint and complementary efforts on
completing technical consultation
reviews on specifications and other
related documents.
We have all experienced the challenges
caused by the pandemic over the last
two years and felt the disconnect it
brought to many yearly events we had
enjoyed attending, but now we can
focus on the bright and exciting future.
As we continue to see more and more
reopenings and start getting back to
the “norm”, we at OAPC are looking
forward to getting back to safe,
enjoyable, and responsible in-person
events and gatherings. Keep an eye out
for upcoming announcements about our
2022 OAPC/ORBA events and programs
schedule. Stay safe and healthy, and
we look forward to seeing you in person
next year!
Kourtney Adamson is Sales Manager
for Yellowline Asphalt Products Ltd. and
Chair of the OAPC Marketing Committee.
FA L L 20 21
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SPECIAL PROVISION
FOR INCREASED USE
Warm Asphalt Mix (WMA) is gaining momentum in Ontario as a durable,
environmentally responsible, lower emission road surfacing option. ORBA and
OAPC have been working closely with the Ontario Ministry of Transportation
(MTO) to develop NSSP BITU0029, a non-standard special provision that amends
Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS) 313, April 2021 with additional
requirements when the tender includes warm mix asphalt. ››
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PAVES THE WAY
OF

by James Careless

Fall paving with SP19 WMA on Bathurst Street, Aurora. (Miller)
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nce NSSP BITU0029 is called on contracts more
regularly, asphalt producers and contractors can
expect to see a substantial growth in WMA paving
and technology in the province as noted in a June 15,
2021 letter sent to MTO from ORBA and OAPC:
“Our collaborative efforts have resulted in the development of
a non-standard special provision (NSSP BITU0029) which can
greatly influence the increased use of the WMA technology
throughout the province if it were now to move to full implementation on all Ministry contracts,” writes ORBA CEO Bryan
Hocking and OAPC Chair John MacKay.
The letter to the ministry goes on to outline the benefits
of WMA, and recommends a number of considerations in
support of implementing the provisions of NSSP BITU0029
including that the “WMA implementation should be Ministry
driven, and clearly specified in low-bid tenders in order to
encourage its use.”
In advance of the adoption of NSSP BITU0029, OAPC will
continue to support and educate the industry on warm mix
benefits and best practices. A number of initiatives are
planned including the release of a factsheet for WMA following
the publication of NSSP BITU0029, and a keynote presentation
at the 2021 Fall Asphalt Seminar. Delivered by Justin Baxter,
Miller Group’s Technical Services Manager for Hot Mix, the
presentation will focus on how best to navigate the provisions
in NSSP BITU0029 and the implementation of warm mix
technology from a contractor/producer perspective.

12
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PRODUCER BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF WMA
According to Tom Dziedziejko, Aecon Group Director of
Quality, Infrastructure East, the most positive WMA impact
for asphalt producers will be cost savings. “Because you’re
running at a lower temperature, you’re going to save money
on the fuel that you use in your mixing process,” he says.
Producers will also see cost savings due to less heat-related
damage to plants, transport vehicles and paving equipment.
The additional demand for WMA may also provide a financial
incentive for many producers to make changes to their plants
to further reduce emissions or to increase WMA production
by, for example, adjusting their burners.
“We’ve talked with our customers who operate hot mix plants,”
says Tony Kucharek , Technical Director for McAsphalt Industries
Limited. “In order to take full advantage of making more WMA,
burners will need to be tuned differently. And if a producer is
making both HMA and WMA, burners optimized to produce one
kind of mix may not be optimal for making the other.”
One issue that may arise from moving to WMA is moisture
within a producer’s aggregate pile. In the HMA mixing
process, heat is used to bring the aggregate to HMA working
temperature. Some of the heat energy is consumed in
heating the water in the aggregate. Given the high working
temperature of HMA, all the water is typically driven off. But
because WMA is produced at lower temperatures, less heat
is used, so producers will need to modify their process to

Placing PG 58S-28 warm mix asphalt on Route 101, New Brunswick. (NB DTI)

WMA technology allows asphalt
pavement mixes to be produced at
lower temperatures, producing a
durable mix that remains workable
for longer and compacts well at
lower operating temperatures.

reduce the moisture content of the aggregate before it is
run through the plant to avoid moisture-related problems
when producing WMA.
“When you’re working at a lower production temperature,
the moisture content of your aggregates becomes very, very
critical,” says Dziedziejko. “Unless you factor in the need for
more moisture control during aggregate storage, including
stockpile drainage and potentially covering your stockpiles,
you run into issues during the WMA mixing process.”
Finally, there’s the learning curve associated with moving into
WMA production. “Any time there is a learning curve involved,
there is the potential for additional cost,” says Justin Baxter,
Technical Services Manager for Hot Mix for Miller Group.

CONTRACTOR BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF WMA
Lower emissions make WMA better not only for the environment,
but for the people who work with it. In addition, WMA technology
allows asphalt pavement mixes to be produced at lower
temperatures, producing a durable mix that remains workable
for a longer period of time and compacts well at lower operating
temperatures. WMA cools more slowly, extending the time
window that it can be placed before becoming unworkable.
“By starting lower, you do have extra time to compact it.”
Dziedziejko says. “In turn, this extra time gives you more time
for rolling. Trials have proven that this extra time results in
better joints and higher WMA densities. You end up with a
less permeable pavement which is going to last longer.” ››
FA L L 20 21
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“The pro of WMA for contractors is that it provides a better
product,” says Baxter. “There’s fewer deficiencies, fewer
repairs, and less maintenance required. That’s good for
everybody.”
On the other hand, the costs of additives used to make WMA
will increase material costs, Baxter notes. When working
in these colder temperatures, some WMA additives allow
production of mix at full hot mix temperatures while still
retaining the lower temperature compaction range of a WMA.
This use of WMA additives with higher mixing temperatures,
although not producing a warm mix product, increases
the window available to contractors to compact the mix in
ambient conditions that could otherwise make it challenging
to obtain the required compaction.
While the additives in WMA have been shown to produce overall
cost reductions in other regions, it is yet to be determined
if the savings in fuel will off set this material cost in Ontario
conditions. As well, Baxter questions how WMA projects that
incorporate additives will be performance tested by MTO.
“We’re really going to need to find out what the effects of a
warm mix additive are on those performance test results,”
he says. “Contractors need to understand what results will
be considered to be good or bad so that they can prepare
themselves and adjust their working procedures accordingly.”
Baxter also observes that NSSP BITU0029 applies to
MTO contracts only. He wonders if MTO’s lead will convince
more municipalities to follow suit — both to realize WMA’s
many benefits and to align their standards with that of the
provincial government.

ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF NSSP BITU0029
Reflecting upon the impact of NSSP BITU0029 on Ontario’s
asphalt producers and contractors, Baxter believes that a
combined provincial/municipal adoption of WMA will help to
encourage asphalt producers/contractors to do the same.
“This would lead to a greater uptake throughout the industry,”
he says. “But it may cause some companies to get out of
the game.”
It’s too soon to say what the full impact of NSSP BITU0029
will be, but as with all asphalt specifications it will benefit
from a broad collaboration between stakeholders, producers
and paving companies. As the ORBA/OAPC letter to MTO
concludes, “We are confident that NSSP BITU0029 will
further advance positively our experiences towards
implementing a more standard specification for use of
warm mix asphalt, and look forward to our continuing
partnership toward a win-win-win outcome for the
Ministry, Industry and the tax payers of Ontario.”
James Careless is an Ottawa-based freelance writer with
credits in the National Post, Toronto Star, and AI’s Asphalt
magazine.
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by Sina Varamini

2021 ASPHALT
TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM
RECAP AND NEXT STEPS
Sometimes it is almost impossible to believe that we are three years into the activities of the
Asphalt Technical Symposium (ATS). The pandemic has come with its challenges, yet we keep
striving in the quest to encourage and improve communication and collaboration between
stakeholders in Ontario’s asphalt industry.
On June 15, 2021, 56 industry stakeholders got together virtually
to focus on recovered asphalt testing and pathways towards mix
performance testing in Ontario. Presentations included the fiveyear vision of the Ontario Asphalt Expert Task Group (OAETG);
highlights and experiences from engaging with the OPSS.MUNI 1101
specification; and the New Jersey Department of Transportation’s
perspective on the benefits and practicalities of moving toward a
performance-based asphalt mix acceptance. Readers are encouraged to visit the OAPC website under Publications & Education to
access the presentations and symposium recording.
Key take-aways included the need to hear a more positive message
for the use of RAP; interest in the OAPC-CPATT performance study
conclusions; and efforts needed from all stakeholders in standardizing and harmonizing municipal specifications, particularly
OPSS.MUNI 1101.
The OAETG gained some new members to advance its mandate to:
1. Brainstorm asphalt-related and emerging issues particularly
on the subjects of Recovery for Acceptance and Mix Performance Acceptance;
2. Proactively identify potential improvements to mixture
and binder performance specifications and testing
methods pertaining to Ontario-specific climatic and traffic
conditions;
3. Act as an advisory group to recommend and/or perform
asphalt research interests and needs; and
4. Contribute to content development and organization of the
Asphalt Technical Symposium (ATS).
The ATS is intended for education and constructive engagement
towards asphalt solutions, and the OAETG is an important vehicle
towards achieving quality asphalt objectives. One of the major
tasks of the OAETG is to spearhead a multi-year Mix Exchange

program to identify any issues and challenges if performancebased acceptance of asphalt mixtures becomes part of
contractual acceptance in Ontario. This exchange program has
been identified as an integral part of our five-year long-term plan
in alignment with OAPC’s vision and goals towards implementation
in the near future.
The Mix Exchange program is expected to complement the OAPCCPATT performance testing study, bridging the knowledge gap
in performance testing methods and acceptance, and aiding in
an understanding of risks to QA performance acceptance, such
as inherent variability within test method (test variability), and
variability due to mix properties (volumetrics variability).
On behalf OAETG members and ATS executives, we recognize that
switching the entire road-building industry to performance-based
acceptance is years ahead of us, but it requires the commitment
and close co-operation of all stakeholders to proactively spearhead
its implementation. Such industry-wide commitment has been
established before when the Ontario Superpave Implementation
Committee (OSIC) was formed in the late 1990s and helped the
industry move forward toward better roads for Ontario. We are,
as ATS-OAETG, striving to stimulate a similar level of pride in our
industry, and would be more than glad if agencies accepted our
invitation to join in the OAETG meetings as well as the Mix Exchange
program by simply sharing their results or samples for testing.
We hope that all who have attended the ATS and/or who currently
participates in OAETG meetings find these forums informative and
worthwhile. We look forward to more engagements at the next
ATS tentatively scheduled for June 14, 2022. More details will be
communicated via ORBA/OAPC channels.
Dr. Sina Varamini is Manager, Research & Development,
for McAsphalt and OAETG Chair.
FA L L 20 21
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CAMPAI
HIGHLIGHTS
NEED FOR
INFRASTRUCT
INVESTMENT
Every spring, just as the snow is melting, the Canadian Automobile Association (CAA)
runs its Worst Roads campaign in provinces across Canada. The campaign encourages
the public to nominate roads that have problems and helps to raise awareness of the
need for additional investment in municipal roads.
While the announcement of the annual CAA Worst Roads
‘winners’ always generates media attention, the real goal
of this campaign is to get these roads repaired while
persuading government to invest more in road maintenance,
repair, and replacement.

Doubra Ambaiowei, ORBA Director of Technical Services,
is a strong proponent of the ‘worst to best road’ imperative
that underlies the CAA Worst Roads campaign, and believes
that fixing poor roads is a government and industry effort
requiring the ongoing commitment of everyone involved.

“With their Worst Roads votes, the people in Ontario who
are using our roadways every day are really highlighting the
importance of proper road infrastructure and why we need
more permanent and dedicated forms of funding,” says
Tina Wong, Government Relations Consultant for CAA
South Central Ontario. “This is why CAA partners with
organizations like ORBA each year to get that word across.”

“The continuing road to excellence in asphalt pavements
demands partnership and collaboration at all levels,” says
Ambaiowei. “Advocating for improvements requires working
with our partners and stakeholders to understand what the
needs are, and to develop solutions and practices that meet
the highest standards of quality.” ››
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CTURE
by James Careless

Burlington Street East west of Parkdale Avenue, Hamilton. (D. Bernal)
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Burlington Street East east of Ottawa Street, Hamilton. (D. Bernal)

HOW THE CAMPAIGN WORKS
At its heart, the CAA Worst Roads campaign is meant to give
the public the ability to positively affect the quality of their
local roads. “We want to provide a voice to people who may
not know where to turn when it comes to having roads either
repaved or redone,” Wong says. “They don’t necessarily know
how to best navigate government to get things done, which is
why this campaign started and why it exists to this day.”
To provide this support, CAA encourages the general public to
visit their website at www.CAAWorstRoads.com to nominate
and then vote on the worst roads in their regions. “We ask
them tell us what their frustrations are, the pain points with
their commutes, and what those challenges are,” says Wong.
“From there, we compile a list of the Top 10 Worst Roads in
Ontario, as well as a series of regional lists where we highlight
the Top Five Worst Roads in each one of those regions.”
After CAA has compiled its Ontario Worst Roads lists, the
association takes these lists to ORBA to obtain technical
assessments. “ORBA provides an overview about the condition
of each road, including what needs to be done so that people
can use it more effectively and more efficiently,” Wong says.
“This includes a life cycle analysis: How long do they expect
this road to last in its current condition and the way that it’s
deteriorating? Is there something that the municipality or the
provincial government can do to step in with more funds now
so that we can get it fixed sooner rather than later?”

18
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By providing these technical assessments, ORBA makes
it possible for the CAA Worst Roads campaign to serve
as a ‘Worst to Best Roads’ initiative. “ORBA’s role in this
partnership is very much to give that technical view and
expertise that, as a consumer advocacy organization, is
not in CAA’s main wheelhouse,” says Wong.

By providing technical assessments,
ORBA makes it possible for the CAA
Worst Roads campaign to serve as
a ‘Worst to Best Roads’ initiative.
Once these road assessments are done, the Top 10 list and the
series of regional lists are highlighted through a CAA Worst
Roads campaign news conference. The media attention that
the campaign generates is important to its effectiveness.
“It’s really about that advocacy effort, that touch point with
government, to ensure that these identified roads are making
it on the radar of elected officials across the province,” says
Wong. “We, as a government relations team at CAA, will often
reach out to municipalities to start conversations about how
we can get these road repairs approved.”

In doing this, CAA is mindful of the
realities of government finances and
infrastructure management. “We
understand that municipalities have
very tight budgets and, in a lot of
instances, are working with capital
budgets that have been planned
well in advance for five to ten years,”
Wong says. “This isn’t just something
that they’re easily able to plug into a
budget line and dedicate X number of
dollars to. So it’s really about laying
the groundwork and starting the
conversation, and continuing the
conversation with many municipalities
until the work gets done.”

Meanwhile, the rebuilding of Burlington Street East is already underway. The
sections from Kenilworth to Tire (eastbound lanes) and MTO Limit to Kenilworth
(westbound lanes) were resurfaced in 2014. These were followed in 2018 with the
road resurfacing of Sherman to Gage, Ottawa to Kenilworth, Industrial Drive to
Kenilworth to Sherman, and Tire to MTO Limits.
Going forward, the City of Hamilton plans to resurface James to Ferguson in 2022,
Burlington Street East and Industrial Drive from Birch to Gage in 2025, Burlington
Street East and Industrial Drive from Ottawa to Kenilworth in 2028, and Industrial
Drive from Ottawa to Gage (including Gage Avenue and Depew Street from
Burlington to Industrial) in 2027. All of these dates are tentative. ››

WORST TO BEST ROADS
SUCCESS STORIES
BARTON AND BURLINGTON
STREETS IN HAMILTON
Thanks to their roles as arterial roads
with heavy truck traffic, Hamilton’s
Barton Street East and Burlington
Street East are prone to extensive wear
and tear. “Additionally, severe weather
conditions are a primary factor that
negatively impact municipal roads,”
says Edward Soldo, the city’s Chief
Road Official. “During the winter of
2018, numerous freeze-thaw cycles
along with extreme temperature
swings accelerated roadway surface
deterioration. As a result, the city has
had to increase short term interventions
to address the accelerated decline of
roadway conditions.”
Even with these interventions, the
poor driving conditions on Barton
and Burlington streets have led to them
turning up on the Worst Roads list more
than once. To address this issue, the
City of Hamilton is investing time and
money to rebuild both roads.
“The city is currently conducting a
functional review of Barton Street
East between Ferguson Avenue North
to Kenilworth Avenue North,” says
Gord McGuire, the city’s Director
of Engineering Services. “The
reconstruction had been tentatively
planned in phases between 2023 and
2028, but exact timing is subject to
change.“
FA L L 20 21
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A section of Dufferin Street in Toronto at the Dufferin Mall and Dufferin
Grove Park was rehabilitated after appearing on the Worst Roads list.

“Both Barton and Burlington streets remain on the city’s radar
as areas of interest,” Soldo says. “They will continue to be
locations of priority when moving ahead with resurfacing
and reconstruction projects.”

DUCKWORTH STREET IN BARRIE
Barrie’s Duckworth Street was number three on the 2018
CAA list of Ontario’s Top 10 Worst Roads. The City of Barrie
had already been working on this problem as part of their
road management process when the list came out, and
improvements to the street were started one year later.
In 2019, the stretch from Melrose Avenue to St. Vincent
Street was rebuilt, including new water mains, sewers,
and storm sewers; curb and gutter replacements; new
pavements; intersection improvements; and street light
and traffic signal upgrades.
“The existing road surface on Duckworth Street had failed,”
says Kelly Oakley, the City of Barrie’s Manager of Corporate
Asset Management. “The pavement had deteriorated to the
point that full reconstruction was required to address the
condition. Active transportation infrastructure was limited
through the corridor and the transportation master plan
recommended improvements in that regard.”

20
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Going forward, similar work is planned in 2023 for Duckworth
Street running from Melrose Avenue to Bell Farm Road,
plus minor road improvements from St. Vincent Street to
Melrose Avenue. “The full project scope is much more than
simply fixing the road surface — it includes the replacement
and upgrade of all existing municipal infrastructure (local
watermain, sanitary and storm sewers, streetlight and traffic
signal systems), and the addition of buffered bike lanes,”
Oakley says.
So did Duckworth’s status as a CAA Worst Road spur the
City of Barrie into action? “While we always pay attention
to CAA’s list, it usually tells us what we already know,” says
Oakley. “The city maintains a database of the city’s roads
and their condition. We plan for the maintenance and repair
of roadways to optimize spending of tax dollars and road
pavement conditions across Barrie.”

AVONDALE ROAD IN BELLEVILLE
Belleville’s Avondale Road made the Top 10 Worst Ontario
Roads list in 2018 and 2019. The City of Belleville had long
been aware of problems on this roadway, and the Belleville
City Council approved a $4 million plan to fix Avondale in
November 2019.

a grassroots movement where local community members
started to participate in the campaign.”

LAUZON PARKWAY IN WINDSOR
“Windsor’s Lauzon Parkway appeared on our Southwest
Ontario regional list,” says Wong. “The deteriorating pavement
that exists there points to the fact that there’s just so much
traffic that uses it on a daily basis.”
In June 2021, the City of Windsor announced that it was
investing $8.1 million over the next 16 months to substantially
rebuild the Lauzon Parkway. That same year, the north and
southbound lanes of Lauzon Parkway were completely rebuilt
from Tecumseh Road East to Hawthorne Drive. In 2022, work
will begin to rebuild Lauzon Parkway’s north and southbound
lanes between the E.C. Row Expressway and Cantelon Drive.
“The City of Windsor continues to make tremendous
progress in fixing and rebuilding our roads as part of council’s
commitment to prioritize and improve the quality, safety and
durability of our transportation infrastructure,” says Windsor
Mayor Drew Dilkens.
“CAA applauds the City of Windsor for committing a
large portion of their capital budget to improving road
infrastructure across the city,” Wong adds. “We are pleased
to see these new commitments to improve local roads and
infrastructure.”

In July 2020, work started on the Avondale Road rebuild
running from Dundas Street West to Harder Drive. Along
with a new road surface, this stretch of Avondale received
curbs, two new sanitary sewer sections, a new sidewalk on
its west side to match the existing sidewalk on the eastern
side, and bike lanes.
“We’re going to lose an award with this project because it
will no longer be on Ontario’s Worst Roads list,” Mayor Mitch
Panciuk told the Belleville Intelligencer at the ground-breaking
event. “We’re really proud that we were able to start this
reconstruction so it will be off that list and they will have
to look for another road in Belleville for us to work on in the
future.”
For CAA’s Tina Wong, Avondale’s transition from worst to
best road is what the Worst Roads campaign is all about.
In this instance, “we actually built a good, strong working
relationship with the City of Belleville,” she says.
A positive political response to CAA Worst Road designations
is nothing new, Wong adds. “We’ve had politicians reach out to
us directly to say that it’s due to the campaign that additional
funds were now being allocated towards road improvements,”
she says. “It really caught the attention of the local community
because it appeared on local TV and radio, and it spurred
FA L L 20 21
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ONTARIO RAP IN 2020
WHAT HAPPENS TO ROADS
WHEN THEY DIE?
by Amin Mneina

The construction and maintenance of pavements consume more than 6.5 million tonnes
of asphalt and 75 million tonnes of aggregates each year in Ontario. Both asphalt and virgin
aggregates are considered non-renewable resources that should be consumed strategically to
allow future generations to continue to benefit from such resources. The use of RAP in pavements
is considered a sustainable approach to road building that leads to cost-effective spending on
infrastructure while preserving resources of virgin materials and diverting large amounts of solid
waste from landfills. Reducing asphalt consumption and using locally available recycled materials
also limits greenhouse gas emissions.
Good Roads, formally known as the Ontario Good Roads
Association (OGRA), led an effort with the Ontario Asphalt
Pavement Council (OAPC) and the Municipal Engineers
Association (MEA) to conduct a province-wide study on
RAP from a municipal and industry perspective. The main
purpose of this study was to expand on the findings from
the OGRA RAP quantification study in 2019 and to better
understand RAP quantities and practices of RAP collection,
processing, and usage in Ontario. The study consisted of a
survey and a more detailed individual interview. The overall
goal was to identify and closely investigate the technical
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issues that are keeping agencies from using such a valuable
and environmentally-friendly resource on a wider scale in
their road projects.
In 2019, OGRA was able to capture an estimated total
quantity of RAP available in Ontario by using the Google
Earth Pro software package and pavement engineering
knowledge. The 2019 estimate was 6.7 million tonnes of RAP
collected from manually inspecting satellite images of 114
facility locations. Figure 1 presents a visualization of what
this number means in terms of sustainability.

Figure 1. 2019 RAP quantities in Ontario based on its sustainable value.
Utilizing Google Earth Pro to estimate
a RAP stockpile’s elevation and area.

The OGRA/OAPC/MEA joint effort in 2020
collected information from a total of 65
facilities through a survey approach, and
total RAP inventory at those facilities
was found to be 2.5 million tonnes. Unlike
the 2019 OGRA study, the 2020 study
was based on actual numbers through
a survey rather than estimates from
satellite imagery. The disadvantage of
the survey was that we were not able
to capture responses from all facilities
(65 vs. 114 facilities).
We also found that RAP in municipal
yards constitutes only five per cent of
the RAP in the facilities surveyed. The
remaining 95 per cent was located in
contractor and HMA producer facilities.
OGRA and OAPC plan to continue this
study on an annual basis and, since the
vast majority of RAP resides in industry
facilities, the future surveys will not be
targeting municipalities. The information
collected will be used to advocate for
a more responsible use of RAP in road
building projects across Ontario. ››
FA L L 20 21
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Historical progression of a RAP stockpile in one location in Ontario captured by a satellite image.

Figure 3. 2020 Ontario RAP Survey - Do you separate RAP based
on source?

STUDY HIGHLIGHTS
Figure 2. 2020 Ontario RAP Survey - RAP stockpiling operational
practices in Ontario.

One of the details in RAP collection and management that the
2020 RAP study looked at is the various approaches for RAP
processing at the different facilities. RAP is usually reclaimed
from different sources with different material characteristics.
The main objective of processing RAP is to limit variability and
create a uniform and homogeneous stockpile through breaking
apart agglomeration of RAP particles, reducing maximum
aggregate size as desired, and screening RAP piles into
different sizes for a more controlled mix design.
During the processing operation, there are key practices
that can significantly affect the quality of the RAP. Figure 2
provides a bigger picture of what practices are taken when
processing RAP by the Ontario municipalities and the private
sector surveyed. The only two responses by municipalities
were “Stockpiling unprocessed RAP into layers” and “N/A”.
This can be explained by the fact that RAP in most municipal
yards is collected through millings from road projects built by
the same municipality under similar material specifications;
therefore, it requires less separation of stockpiles and
minimal processing efforts. It also explains the results for
municipalities observed in Figure 3.

Figure 4. 2020 Ontario RAP Survey - RAP processing operational
practices in Ontario.
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To reduce material variability and achieve the main objectives
of the RAP processing operation, there are multiple options

THE STORY OF ROAD
BUILDING IN ONTARIO
Keeping Ontario Moving by Robert Bradford is a beautifully illustrated
account of every facet of the road building industry in Ontario. Read about
the early days of road transportation. Discover the evolution and science
of road building, and learn about the various companies and contractors
that helped connect the vast province of Ontario. Keeping Ontario Moving
is available for $59.95 (plus shipping) from the Ontario Road Builders’
Association. Email Abhinav Gupta at abhinav.gupta@orba.org to get
your copy.

that are available in the industry.
RAP processing can be achieved
through crushing, mixing, screening,
or fractionation. Figure 4 shows the
Ontario state of the practice in RAP
processing as collected from the
2020 Ontario RAP survey. Choosing
the appropriate one or appropriate
combination of processing methods
depends on the following factors:
•a
 vailability of tools and equipment;
• t ype of RAP available at a certain
facility (milling, demolished
pavement, mixed stockpiles);
• agency specifications; and
• desired RAP gradation properties.

A detailed RAP report on
quantities, trends and best
practices in Ontario will
soon be available.
NEXT STEPS
Currently, OGRA/OAPC/MEA are
working on producing a detailed RAP
report on quantities and trends as well
as locally-oriented best practices in RAP
collection, management, processing,
and usage in Ontario. In addition, we
are also committed to continuing the
collection of information on Ontario
RAP quantities on an annual basis.
Amin Mneina is Coordinator, Technical
Products & Research for the Good Roads/
Municipal Engineers Association.
FA L L 20 21
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THE ROAD AHEAD
by Amma Wakefield
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Recycling is not a new concept, and certainly saving our natural resources is a trend
that continues to become more mainstream in our daily lives. Plastic is not the first waste
product that has been researched as an additive or modifier to asphalt (i.e., shingles, crumb
rubber, etc.). Like all of them, engineering and science must lead the way in determining the
most cost-effective and sustainable solution which includes long-term performance.
A joint Asphalt Institute (AI) and National Asphalt Pavement
Association (NAPA) task force was formed in late 2019 to
address the topic of recycled plastics in asphalt as industry
continues to see pressure to put plastics in roads. The
objective of the task force was to develop a document that
would synthesize the literature and describe the current
state of knowledge while identifying knowledge gaps and
future research needs.
This objective was completed in November 2020 with the
release of “Recycled Plastics in Asphalt, Part A, State of
the Knowledge” and “Recycled Plastics in Asphalt, Part B,
Literature Review.” These documents together provide
state-of-the-knowledge with a background, an overview of
the waste plastic stream, a summary of the literature review,
discussion of knowledge gaps, and future research needs.
These are both available for free download on the NAPA or
Asphalt Institute website at www.asphaltinstitute.org.

50

stability machines.
Call, write, fax or email your testing equipment requirements.
We can calibrate and repair everything we sell!

Five key areas where knowledge gaps were identified in
the literature review were plastic sourcing, wet and dry
processes for adding plastics to asphalt, environmental
sustainablilty, and field performance.

SOURCING
One of the common misconceptions is that all waste plastic is
the same, consistent, and appropriate for use in asphalt. This
simply is not true. The plastic types most studied for asphalt ››
FA L L 20 21
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WET PROCESS
In terms of how plastic can be added
to the asphalt, approximately twice
as many documents in the literature
search covered the wet process versus
the dry process.

State-of-the-art-knowledge on plastics in asphalt is now available for free download on
the NAPA or AI website.

applications have been HDPE and LDPE (high/low-density polyethylene), and
LLDPE (linear low-density polyethylene.) These plastics are recycled from flexible
pipes, plastic chairs, toys, playground equipment, plastic bags, plastic wraps, etc.
Research is needed around waste plastic sourcing and recycling processes
for type, availability, consistency, and cleanliness. Properties that seem to be
most important for asphalt modification include melting point, specific gravity,
ash content, particle size and crystallinity. Standards are needed to ensure
a consistent and appropriate type of plastic modifier, which may be different
depending on whether the wet or dry process is used.

The wet process refers to plastic
being added into the asphalt binder
as a polymer modifier or replacement.
Dosage rates reported were between
two to eight per cent by weight of
asphalt binder. It was noted that
research is needed to overcome the
storage separation issues stemming
from the inherent incompatibility
as well as the large difference in
viscosity and density between plastic
and asphalt. Another issue is that
certain types of plastics are insoluble
in solvents commonly used for the
extraction and recovery of binders
for lab characterization.
Questions that still need to be
addressed with the wet process:
• H
 ow will standard binder testing
procedures need to be modified
to properly characterize plastic
modified binders?
• A
 re plastics compatible with
anti-stripping additives, warm mix
additives, and recycling agents?
• W
 hat are the fatigue and cracking
properties of plastic-modified
binders?

DRY PROCESS
The dry process refers to plastic
being added directly into the mixture
as either aggregate replacement,
mix modifier, binder modifier or as a
coating to the aggregate. Regarding
binder modification, a consistent
finding in the literature was that plastic
had a stiffening effect on the binder,
thus potentially improving rutting
resistance. However, there were very
few studies that examined the effect of
recycled plastics on binder properties
related to fatigue or low-temperature
cracking.
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Questions that still need to be addressed with the dry process:
• What production parameters affect dispersion, plastic
coating of the aggregate, and the extent of mix
modification?
• How much modification occurs to the virgin binder?
• Since there are large differences in specific gravity
between aggregate and plastic, how are key mix
volumetric properties affected such as air voids
and voids in the mineral aggregate (VMA)?
• What is the effect on moisture susceptibility, mix aging
and cracking properties such as low temperature and
fatigue cracking?
• How are plant production, field constructability and
workability affected?

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Research is needed to address these questions with regards
to environmental sustainability:
• Are microplastics generated and released in the air from
milling operations of pavements that contain plastics?
If so, it would be a serious impediment to the future
recyclability of asphalt pavement.

• C
 an RAP from mixtures with plastic be run through
a plant without concern for hazardous emissions?
• A
 re there other plant issues, such as coating the
baghouse with plastic fines?
• W ill there be leachates or microplastics from in-service
plastic-modified pavements, or from RAP stockpiles
containing plastic-modified asphalt?

FIELD PERFORMANCE
While there have been many field projects constructed
with recycled plastics, a more thorough and comprehensive
evaluation of how these are performing over the long term is
needed. It takes time to collect and analyze pavement distress
data from in-service highways where these recycled plastic
asphalt mixes have been constructed to understand how the
performance compares to conventional asphalt mixes. Current
research taking place in the U.S. and abroad will broaden our
current state of knowledge and start addressing the current
knowledge gaps.

Amma Wakefield is Canadian Regional Engineer for the
Asphalt Institute.
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Get your motor runnin’

by Lara Henry

Head out on the highway
Lookin’ for adventure
And whatever comes our way
This summer is seemed that just about everyone was hitting the road after a long pandemic winter. The
timing was perfect for the relaunch of OAPC’s #ONGreatRoads photo contest which ran from June 29 to
August 3, 2021. Entries were submitted through Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram using the hashtag
#OnGreatRoads, and five weekly contest winners chosen at random each drove away with a $100 gas card.
Leah Hovey, the first week’s winner, has this to say about the
road she chose: “I took this photo driving home from a hike in
Collingwood one Saturday afternoon. I have always loved the
beauty of Collingwood and the Blue Mountain area because
of the scenic lake view you see while driving. I would always
suggest driving through this area for all the beauty to be seen,
even from a passenger view.”
The second week’s winner, Lynne Meilleur, explains why she
submitted her photo: “Before the pandemic, this great road took
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us to Niagara Falls, Ontario. I had to go there for a work-related
conference, so my fiancé and I hit the road. I took this photo on
our way to see the Falls because I loved how it glistened after
the rainfall. I appreciate how this beautiful road took us to this
amazing location. Ironically, we met a couple from the United
States at our hotel, and we happened to ask them what they like
about Canada. They told us that our roads are much better than
theirs so they like to travel here. This really reminded me of how
fortunate we are to have such great roads!” High praise indeed.

Ann Demill, the week three winner,
says, “We love driving County Road
8 because there are lots of gentle
curves, a mix of farmland and small
towns, and not much traffic. It’s
always an enjoyable drive.”
Week four’s winner, Ed Marth,
selected his road from the point of
Collingwood, Ontario (Leah Hovey)
view of a motorcyclist. “My favourite
ride on my motorcycle is Adelaide
Street north of London. This road
has many attributes which make
it fun. The elevation changes with
hills and dales, and you can feel
the temperature drop a degree or
two in the low areas. There are a
couple of “s” turns in the road, which
are really well marked with yellow
County Road 8, Greater Napanee, Ontario
reflective markers on the shoulders
(Ann Demill)
for safety, and banked curves. The
asphalt is smooth with no pot holes or loose material. There are no blind spots or hidden
driveways that could create a hazard for a more vulnerable vehicle like a motorcycle.
Washboard warning strips in the road remind you of an upcoming stop sign and side
streets are identified with street signs so you can’t get lost. All in all it makes for an
enjoyable ride.” And a safe one.

Niagara Falls, Ontario (Lynne Meilleur)

Adelaide Street, Middlesex County, Ontario
(Ed Marth)

Jamie West comes to his favourite road from an industry perspective, saying, “I’m
lucky to have grown up in the road construction industry, more specifically in the
road safety infrastructure sector. As a hobby, I like to take pictures of guide rails and
picturesque roads that feature roadside safety devices like the ones shown in the
Wainfleet, Ontario (Jamie West)
photo I submitted. This picture holds a special significance because it was taken in
my hometown of Wainfleet, on the road I live on. I was excited to highlight the recent
upgrades that our township made to our roadside infrastructure. The previous rail
had been damaged for some time and it was exciting to see our town upgrade the existing guide rail to MASH1 crash-worthy devices.
I smile every night as I drive home, grateful that the Township of Wainfleet has made ‘my’ road safer for the traveling public.”
#ONGreatRoads, first launched in 2013, celebrates our great asphalt roads by encouraging the public to send in photos and stories
about their favourite Ontario roads. There’s never a better time to promote excellence in asphalt pavement than during a smooth
summer drive.
Lara Henry is a communication specialist and editor of ASPHALTopics.

Headline lyrics from Born to be Wild by Steppenwolf, 1968
1 
Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware, AASHTO
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UNSUNG HEROES

by

Steve Pecar

Mike Gignac keeps

traditions

T

alive at Aecon

Mike Gignac

he weight of history can sometimes be a heavy load, but
for Mike Gignac it is one he gladly carries.

has, you do your best to hang on to them because you never
know if you will find somebody like that,” Smetaniuk says.

Each day when he checks into work he knows he is not only
continuing a fine family tradition in the asphalt paving business,
but also completing the work of a mentor on a project that will
greatly impact the Greater Toronto Area.

Starting off as a labourer, Gignac soon found himself as a curb
machine operator, working for several years on the brand new
Highway 407 construction. Eventually he started working
at the plant during the winters, helping out where he could,
doing maintenance and gaining valuable insight into how the
plant operates. That’s when he began working with Wayne
Dolomont who recognized Gignac’s good work habits and soon
had him taking on more plant responsibilities such as running
the loader.

Gignac proudly declares that combined with his father Phil and
brother Paul, the family has 100 years tied up in the business,
a unique record that not too many can match. As well, with
Aecon tackling a major project along Highway 401, Gignac has
also taken over from the man from whom he learned so many
lessons — the late Wayne Dolomont — in running the plant and
preparing the asphalt for paving.
A true company person, Gignac started out in the business in
1990 when other career opportunities were found not to his
liking. “I remember coming home and my dad, who was in the
paving business for 46 years, told me to ‘go to Zellers and buy
some construction boots; you start working on Monday.’ I did,
and on that Monday I started work at Armbro, which became
Aecon, and never looked back. I’ve been with them ever since,”
Gignac says. “I think it was the right decision.”
It was, according to those who know his work ethic. Ryan
Smetaniuk, Manager, GTA Paving for the Aecon Group, says
that Gignac is the go-to guy, the person so many people depend
on, operating the Brampton plant and keeping the asphalt
flowing. “What he does and how he does it is so important,”
says Smetaniuk. “He knows everything about the plant, both
inside and out. There’s no task too big or too small that Mike
can’t handle.”
Smetaniuk explains the skills that Gignac brings to the job
each day are essential and ones that are not easy to replace.
“When you have someone with skills the kind that Mike Gignac

“And that’s what I did for the next 20 years — I ran the loader
and helped Wayne, who taught me so much,” says Gignac.
With Dolomont’s untimely death in 2020, Gignac found himself
replacing his mentor and inheriting the 401 project that now
occupies his time.
As foreman, Gignac now runs the Brampton plant, taking care
of production and maintenance, obtaining the aggregates,
making sure the mixes are ready, and generally staying on top
of whatever needs to be done to keep production moving. He
credits the crew that works at the plant each day and night
and every weekend for making the operation run smoothly and
making him look good.
Despite the years on the job, Gignac says each day is still a
learning experience, but adds the challenges motivate him to
get the job done, and done right. “I have a lot to be thankful for
and I received so much help along the way. My family, Wayne —
they taught me so much about this business,” Gignac says.
“Now it is up to me to keep things moving forward. I’m looking
forward to it.”
Steve Pecar is a Mississauga-based writer, editor and designer.
FA L L 20 21
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TECHNICALLY
SPEAKING
Doubra C. Ambaiowei
Director, Technical Services

Continuing the focus
on quality asphalt
Asphalt mixtures are produced hot, warm, or cold. Regardless of the method,
QUALITY in production and placement are key requirements to ensure that
asphalt is both resistant to distortion and resistant to cracking. The focus on
quality has an impact on the approach and improvements to safety, efficiency
and value for both the contractor/producer, and the road owner.
In pursuit of OAPC’s vision, dedicated to promoting excellence in asphalt pavements,
our priority objectives include:
• Educating and assisting members on matters involving the production,
laydown and testing of plant mix asphalt products;
• P
 romoting health and safety best practices and educating members on
applicable regulations for all aspects of plant mix asphalt production and
laydown;
• P
 romoting environmental responsibility and education on industry
regulations;
• P
 romoting standards of quality in all aspects of plant mix asphalt production
and plant mix asphalt pavement design and construction;
• P romoting the highest standards of business practice amongst members;
• L
 iaising with provincial and municipal governments, technical specifiers,
related associations and other customers on matters directly affecting the
asphalt industry; and
• P
 roviding support for the research and development of plant mix asphalt and
asphalt pavements.
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OAPC continues to focus on improving
the performance of asphalt products
by keeping up with the latest advances
in technology, and encouraging high
quality control and testing measures,
from material selection through mix
and pavement design, production and
construction.

TOP TEN LIST AND QUALITY
OF ASPHALT FACTSHEETS
In response to concerns of premature
cracking of Ontario’s asphalt roadways,
OAPC developed the Top 10 List — Ways
to Get Durable HMA Pavements from
results of the Quality of Asphalt Review
which was published in August 2018.
The review, commissioned in the fall
of 2017, was managed by KPMG and
consisted of analysis conducted by
Texas A&M Transportation Institute.
OAPC built on the educational goals
of the Top 10 List with the development
of the quality of asphalt factsheets
to promote technical understanding
and a closer working relationship
with industry and stakeholders. Now
the Top 10 No. 6 — Ensure Adequate
Pavement Bond and No. 7 — Provide
Proper Pavement Density factsheets
have been developed into educational
training videos which will be showcased
at the 2021 virtual Fall Asphalt Seminar
on December 2.
The quality of asphalt factsheets
are available on the OAPC website
under Publications & Education/
OAPC Publications. Moving forward,
the factsheets are expected to
cover many more important topics —
recommendations on focus areas
and topics are always welcome!

PERFORMANCE TESTING
Performance remains a key word for
the asphalt industry now and forever.
Performance tests are used to relate
laboratory mix design to actual field
performance. This is another continuing
focus for OAPC, with great work being
accomplished at all levels. The 2021

summer ASPHALTopics Technically Speaking column, “Asphalt Mix
Performance Testing: A Path Forward for Paving Ontario”, included
several related technical resources and presentations from
Partners in Quality, the Asphalt Technical Symposium (ATS) and
the Ontario Asphalt Expert Task Group (OAETG). I encourage readers
to revisit the article and visit the OAPC website to view the additional
resources in the Publications & Education section. Readers can also
look forward to an overview of asphalt performance testing as an
additional focus of the factsheets.

19 AME

WARM MIX ASPHALT

22 ASTEC INC.

Warm mix asphalt (WMA) technology is not new to Ontario.
Provincial use of WMA dates to as early as 2006, with over
500,000 tonnes (with many of the contracts incorporating 10 to
20 per cent reclaimed asphalt pavement) paved between 2008
and 2013. The first ORBA/MTO task force was established in 2011
to develop specifications that led to a number of successful trial
projects. Select municipalities have also explored the use of WMA
technology over the last 10 years. In addition, many contractors
are using WMA treatments as strategic compaction aids during
challenging ambient conditions, rather than producing WMA at
lower operating temperatures.
Recent collaborative efforts between OAPC and MTO have resulted
in the development of NSSP BITU0029, a non-standard special
provision which amends OPSS 313, April 2021 with additional
requirements when the tender item title includes warm mix asphalt.
As anticipation builds for the re-introduction of WMA trials into
Ontario through NSSP BITU0029 (hopefully by April 2022), OAPC
remains committed to supporting and educating the industry on
warm mix benefits, as well as best practices for production and
placement. The first keynote presentation at the 2021 Fall Asphalt
Seminar focuses on WMA from a contractor/producer perspective.
Following the eventual publication of NSSP BITU0029, a factsheet
for WMA will be developed.

QUALITY
With regard to quality, the following provides an overview of some
recent webinars, reports, technical publications and informational
brochures:
• ORBA webinar series (refer to the ORBA website for the
recordings and presentations):
— Overview

of the Asphalt Mix Industry Standard
(January 2021): Provided an overview of AMIS, a
technical standard under O. Reg. 419/05 (Air Pollution —
Local Air Quality), covering how industry standards work;
how a facility should decide if they can/should register;
and a high-level summary of requirements.
— R
 eviewing and Interpreting Asphalt Test Results (May 2021):
Presented practical information on the test results
associated with asphalt mixtures and their components ››

www.aecon.com

08 AGGRESSOR

www.aggressorautomation.com
www.astecinc.com

25 BLACKHAWK COMBUSTION

www.blackhawkcombustion.com

27 CCIL

www.ccil.com

43 CANADIAN ASPHALT

www.canadianasphalt.ca

34 ENGTEC

www.engtec.ca

03 FLO COMPONENTS

www.flocomponents.com

06 GENCOR INDUSTRIES
www.gencor.com

33 HES

info@jas-hes.com

30 HOSKIN SCIENTIFIC
www.hoskin.ca

04 LIUNA

www.liunaopdc.ca

44 McASPHALT

www.mcasphalt.com

29 M&L TESTING

www.mltest.com

21 TROXLER CANADA
www.troxler.ca

02 WIRTGEN

www.wirtgen-group.com

14 WORLD OF ASPHALT

www.worldofasphalt.com

31 YELLOWLINE

www.yellowline.ca

generated during a project. The purpose of each test
was discussed, as well as the potential ramifications
of failing test results.

ADVERTORIAL
OPPORTUNITY!
IS THERE A PRODUCT, SERVICE
OR TECHNOLOGY YOU’D LIKE
TO HIGHLIGHT?
DO YOU WANT TO SHOWCASE
THE BENEFITS OF A PRODUCT
OR TECHNOLOGY?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO FEATURE
TESTIMONIALS OR A CASE STUDY
WHERE A PRODUCT OR TECHNOLOGY
HAS BEEN USED?

THEN CONSIDER
AN ADVERTORIAL.
An advertorial is an advertisement that
looks similar to a magazine article and tells
a story about a company, product or service.
It’s a good way to communicate to readers
more content than a traditional
advertisement.
Advertorials are one page in length and ASPHALTopics
will publish only one advertorial per magazine edition.
Contact John Provenzano at
john.provenzano@orba.org to book your advertorial.
More information is available online in the
ASPHALTopics Media Kit.
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— T
 he Responsible Use of RAP (October 2020): Provided
an overview and opportunity for discussion on the
asphalt pavement recycling process using Reclaimed
Asphalt Pavement (RAP) materials combined with new
materials, to produce asphalt mixtures that are of
equal or better quality to virgin aggregate mixtures.
• C
 OVID-19 Asphalt Industry Best Practices Guide (2020):
Developed from recommendations compiled from
industry submissions and resources to prevent or
minimize the chance of contracting or transmitting
COVID-19. It prioritizes health and safety in regard to the
production, delivery and placement of asphalt concrete.
• Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) Safety Data Sheet (2020): The
new SDS conforms with the 16-section recommendations
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) Hazard Communication Standard (HCS).
It is intended to serve as a guide for industry and
membership, with resources drawn from OSHA, NAPA,
and the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC).
• R
 ecovered Asphalt Testing for Acceptance - An Ontario
Industry Study (2019): This report provides insight
into the results of the Ontario Industry Study, done
in partnership between OAPC and the University of
Waterloo’s Centre for Pavement and Transportation
Technology (CPATT), to compare the physical properties
of original asphalt sampled from tanks to the properties
of the same asphalt when it is recovered from a plantproduced asphalt mix. The results include physical
properties from test methods not included in past
recovered asphalt studies: Multiple Stress Creep
Recovery (MSCR), Extended Bending Beam Rheometer
(ExBBR), and Double Edge Notched Tension (DENT)
tests.
• A
 BCs of SMA Design & Construction (2019): Highlights
significant advancements with the design and
construction of SMA pavements.
OAPC’s continuing quest for quality asphalt also involves
advocacy initiatives, including completing technical
consultation reviews on specifications and other related
documents. All stakeholders in Ontario MUST move forward
together to implement best practices towards ensuring
long-term value for safe and quality asphalt roadways.
For questions, inquiries, general comments, and/or how
to get involved, please reach out to me at ORBA/OAPC
Technical Services Division.

ENVIRONMENTAL
ESSENTIALS
Bruce Armstrong

What’s happening with
weather forecasting?
Not that there isn’t already enough to complain about, but regardless it seems like
we’re having a hard time with forecasting weather these days. I logged fewer hours
on the Sea-Doo this summer, partly due to time spent repairing dock damage from
last year’s record high water levels in Georgian Bay, but also due to weather. We were
reluctant to plan any longer trips because of inclement weather forecasts, which in
many cases never came to fruition. Anecdotally, it seems to me like our forecasts this
summer have been way off. In some cases the same forecasting services conflicted
with themselves, while hourly and daily forecasts didn’t agree with themselves or the
radar predictions from the same app!
I have been using this as an excuse for my inconsistent forecasts for asphalt
cement sales. And feedback from contractors backs up my story. One contractor
opined recently that his crews have missed five paving days this year when rain was
forecasted but never occurred. Perfectly good paving days were missed because of
inaccurate weather forecasting. Ironically, as he was telling me this we were huddled
under a patio umbrella trying to have lunch in a monsoon on a day where the forecast
was sunny with a 20 per cent chance of precipitation.
Why is this happening? Is it real? As if we aren’t asking these types of questions
about enough other issues nowadays, let’s add weather. A little research reveals
that most experts believe the ability to accurately predict upcoming weather is
being influenced by climate change. So much for my conspiracy theory.
And this isn’t as new as I thought. In a 2015 interview for the Globe and Mail 1, CBC
broadcast meteorologist Johanna Wagstaffe says, “People are turning to me less
and less for what to wear to work and more for an explanation on the more intense
and more frequent weather anomalies.” Later in the article she adds, “Our normals
“It’s a lot harder to predict the weather these days.” The Globe and Mail, September 21, 2015. https://www.theglobeandmail.
com/partners/thomsonreuterscapitalize/advtrclimate/its-a-lot-harder-to-predict-the-weather-these-days/article26457478/
Stockholm University. “Climate changes make some aspects of weather forecasting increasingly difficult.” ScienceDaily,
March 22, 2019. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190322105718.htm

1 

2 

are changing . . . The extreme weather
events are getting more intense and
more frequent.”
The Globe article attributes climate
change for negatively impacting weather
forecasting because “There’s more
and better satellite and information
technology to work with, but the socalled ‘normal’ weather patterns that
acted as benchmark have been out of
whack in recent years. That includes
this summer, when some of the models
used to look at the longer-term forecast
had to be ignored because of the hot and
dry summer in Western Canada and the
soggy and cool conditions in Central and
Eastern Canada.”
A 2019 study from Stockholm University
referenced by Science Daily 2 states
that “The ongoing climate changes
make it increasingly difficult to predict
certain aspects of weather . . . The
study, focusing on weather forecasts
in the northern hemisphere spanning
3 to 10 days ahead, concludes that the
greatest uncertainty increase will be
regarding summer downfalls, of critical
importance when it comes to our ability
to predict and prepare for flooding.”
This is challenge that will no doubt
impact our industry. We already have
a tight construction season in Ontario,
and losing perfectly good paving days due
to poor weather forecasts won’t help. Nor
will keeping crews on the payroll when
they aren’t paving in storms. What can be
done? I’ll ponder that as I put the SeaDoos away for the winter. Luckily, I haven’t
been bitten by the Ski-Doo bug, or I’d be
frustrated all year.
Bruce Armstrong is Director of Sales for
Canadian Asphalt Industries Inc.
FA L L 20 21
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OAPC 2021 FALL ASPHALT SEMINAR – DECEMBER 2, 2021
OAPC’s virtual Fall Asphalt Seminar focuses on collaboration as a tool towards advancing partnerships and the objectives
for quality asphalt. Leading industry experts will present on cutting-edge practices and new technical advancements in the
asphalt industry. Join us on December 2, 2021 by emailing Jasvinder Singh at Jasvinder.singh@orba.ca.

Thank you

TO THE 2021 OAPC FALL ASPHALT SEMINAR SPONSORS
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FIFTH ANNUAL MUNICIPAL PAVING AWARD
Deadline December 17, 2021
The application deadline for nominations for the fifth annual Municipal Paving Project of
the Year Award is December 17, 2021. The award recognizes the successful collaboration
between municipalities and HMA producers for excellence and innovation in paving in
Ontario. Finalists will be announced in late January, and the Municipal Paving Project of
the Year Award winner will be announced at the 2022 Good Roads conference. For more
details, please visit www.ogra.org.

ANNUAL ROAD BUILDING ACADEMY – February 28 to March 4, 2022
ORBA will present its annual Road Building Academy from February 28 to March 4, 2022 at
the BMO Institute for Learning in Scarborough. The Academy brings world-class instructors
and courses from across North America to Ontario and will offer 23 courses, twelve of which
are new.
If you’re a manager in the construction industry and want to upgrade your skills, then
ORBA’s Road Building Academy is for you. To register, please email Sharon Headley at
sharon.headley@orba.org.
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NATIONAL BINDER TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION PROGRAM – April 26 to 29, 2022
The National Binder Technician Certification Program (NBTC) is scheduled for April 26 to 29, 2022 at the University of
Waterloo. Presented by ORBA, the Centre for Pavement and Transportation Technology at the University of Waterloo,
and the Asphalt Institute, the program will offer training on specification testing of asphalt binders, hands-on testing
demonstrations of asphalt binder tests, and the option for certification through written and lab-proficiency exams.
If you are responsible for asphalt testing, materials approval, specification and quality control, this course is for you.
Registration begins January 2022.

MTO TECHNICAL CONSULTATION PORTAL
MTO has announced the launch of the new Technical Consultation
Portal. The portal will make it easier and more efficient to share
feedback using a one-window approach. Features include
customized preferences; the ability to search for information;
access to frequently visited topics; and notifications on specific
areas of interest. The portal is intended to supplement existing
processes -- MTO will continue consulting with stakeholders
through the established committee process.
To view the MTO Technical Consultation Portal, visit
tcp.mto.gov.on.ca.

ORBA WEBINAR SERIES - 3D MILLING TECHNOLOGY
The benefits of optimized milling derived from 3D technology include improved ride quality, prolonged pavement service life,
reduction in future maintenance, and RAP forecasting. The OAPC Plant & Paving Committee plans to host a webinar to help the
industry better understand this technology as well as how the profiling requirements of OPSS 510 can be achieved with existing
grinders and paving tools. Please stay tuned for more details!

FALL ASPHALT SEMINAR
DECEMBER 2, 2021

ORBA CONVENTION

JANUARY 31 - FEBRUARY 1, 2022
Royal York Hotel, Toronto

ORBA ROAD BUILDING ACADEMY
FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 4, 2022

NATIONAL BINDER
TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION
COURSE
APRIL 26 - 29, 2022

OAPC SPRING OPERATIONS SEMINAR
MARCH 24, 2022

OAPC PARTNERS-IN-QUALITY
ROAD TOUR SEMINARS
APRIL 5
APRIL 7
APRIL 12
APRIL 14

Sarnia
GTA
Kingston
North Bay
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THE LAST
WORD
Don Headley

A look back at 40 years in this great industry
It is certainly a great honour for me to be asked to contribute
to the Last Word column.
My career in the asphalt industry started in 1978 with
P.H. Duffy Road Oiling, a company owned by K.J. Beamish
Construction Company Limited. I worked there for two years
before transferring to Royel Paving Limited in Lindsay,
another company owned by K.J. Beamish Construction,
where I remained for 38 years.
Mr. Kingston John Beamish was a true gentleman who
supported his employees, and with the help of his senior
vice president, Bob Graham, encouraged employees to strive
for quality workmanship and materials. Mr. Beamish was an
ardent supporter of industry associations, especially OHMPA
of which he was a founding member. My 40 years with the
company is overshadowed by many fellow employees with
as much as 45 and 50 years in. This is a true testament to the
quality of Mr. Beamish and his companies.
As I look over those 40 years, I was witness to so many
changes in asphalt technology. We now have numerous
choices in the grades of asphalt cement and mixes like
Superpave, polymer additives, warm asphalt mixes, asphalt
cements for different temperature, expanded asphalt,
micro paving, and the list goes on. Safer work sites and
environmental issues and practices were brought to the
forefront which was a definite benefit to all. It really makes
me feel old to recall the introduction of the metric system,
computers and cell phones. Many thought these would never
catch on!
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What stands out to me are the people and companies that
invested incredible amounts of time and money to develop
and improve products and methods for the industry. Through
it all, associations like OHMPA and ORBA did an excellent
job of providing a platform to keep industry members up
to speed on new innovations and ideas, as well as product
developments and methods. OHMPA also saw early on the
value in promoting education through scholarships and
partnerships with colleges.
Over the years, OHMPA instilled a lot of pride in the
membership and made sure to recognize those men and
women that contributed so much with awards of recognition
like the Honorary Life Membership, Earl Kee Volunteer of the
Year, Joe Bunting Mentorship and King Beamish Excellence
awards. It was through the association that I was privileged
to meet such industry greats as Leo Mc Arthur, John Carrick
Sr., and Les Cruickshank, just to name a few from a very long
list.
Time marches on and we now have OAPC, a new name but
the same dedication to its members and the asphalt industry.
I am so grateful for the many friendships I have made over
those many years and wish everyone good health and
prosperity in the years to come.

Don Headley was Vice President at Royel Paving Limited until
his retirement.

